Getting Ready for Your 1st Lesson Checklist:

1. Read the entire unit.
2. Re-read the first 5 lessons, making notes as you go considering:
   a. how will you differentiate;
   b. which activities and extensions will you choose;
   c. & what resources will you need.
3. Look over the assigned student Assessment and Practice book pages; choose which questions you will assign to your students.
4. If you are using them, go through Digital Lesson Slides; organise/edit as you see fit.
5. On the morning of your lesson:
   a. gather materials needed (photocopy BLMs, prepare mini whiteboards/markers/erasers, collect manipulatives);
   b. and skim over the lesson to refresh your memory
6. And teach! Use slides if you have them, with your lesson plan in hand. If you don’t have slides, keep your lesson plan on the whiteboard with a magnet for frequent reference.

[Link to more webinars and in-person PD.]

[Link to finding your local Outreach Manager.]

Follow us on [Facebook], [Twitter], and sign up for our [newsletter]!